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Abstract: Light bosonic fields mediate long range forces between objects. If these
fields have self-interactions, i.e., non-quadratic terms in the potential, the experimental
constraints on such forces can be drastically altered due to a screening (chameleon) or
enhancement effect. We explore how technically natural values for such self-interaction
coupling constants modify the existing constraints. We point out that assuming the ex-
istence of these natural interactions leads to new constraints, contrary to the usual ex-
pectation that screening leads to gaps in coverage. We discuss how screening can turn
fundamentally equivalence principle (EP)-preserving forces into EP-violating ones. This
means that when natural screening is present, searches for EP violation can be used to
constrain EP-preserving forces. We show how this effect enables the recently discovered
stellar triple system PSR J0337`1715 to place a powerful constraint on EP-preserving
fifth forces. Finally, we demonstrate that technically natural cubic self-interactions modify
the vacuum structure of the scalar potential, leading to new constraints from spontaneous
and induced vacuum decay.
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1 Introduction
Modifications of the gravitational inverse-square law provide an important test for the
existence of large extra dimensions and for the presence of new ultra-light bosons that can
arise in string theory. As a result, a range of experiments and observations have been
carried out to discover such forces at a wide range of length scales [1, 2]. In many cases,
experimental constraints exclude fifth forces with couplings many orders of magnitude
weaker than gravity. Taken at face value, these results cast doubt on the potential existence
of new light degrees of freedom. However, it has been shown that fifth forces generically
become screened in the presence of derivative [3] and non-derivative self-interactions [4–
6]. In this work we focus on the latter – the so-called chameleon fields which obtain a
large mass in a dense object, only allowing a thin shell of the object to source the field.
Experimental limits can be eluded if the screening is severe enough. Chameleons, related
theories, and their observational implications have been recently reviewed in Refs. [7–10].
At the heart of the chameleon screening effect is the fine-tuning of the vacuum mass
of the force mediator, which enables density-induced effects to drastically alter the shape
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of the scalar potential.1 For example, mass tuning of the QCD axion is known to lead to
surprising phenomena in finite density environments [12]. Currently, experimental results
in searches for long-range forces are presented as constraints on models where not only is
the mass unnaturally small, but also all self-interactions are fine-tuned to zero. This tuning
is not technically natural, since the assumed coupling to matter radiatively generates all
self-interactions consistent with the symmetries. For large enough couplings to matter,
these natural values of self-interactions can lead to either screening via the mechanism of
Refs. [5, 13], or to enhancements, depending on the sign of the self-interaction.2
In this paper, we take the self-interactions of the scalar to be of their natural radiatively-
generated size. For simplicity, we will consider the scalar to have fundamentally equivalence
principle (EP)-preserving interactions with matter. The “natural” self-interactions can ei-
ther close off previously open regions of parameter space or provide even tighter constraints
due to either enhancements or tunneling. Surprisingly, we find that if one assumes natural
self-interactions, screening does not open new gaps in experimental coverage, contrary to
the case of Op1q self-interactions studied in [4, 5, 13]. In this work, we explore the land-
scape of experimental constraints in the presence of these natural couplings, considering
only one additional coupling at a time.
We show also how the onset of screening is different for objects with different size
and mass. This results in effective EP violation, even though the underlying force is fun-
damentally EP-preserving. Effective EP violation has been demonstrated previously in
the context of chameleon theories in Ref. [15]. This means that searches for EP-violating
forces can be used to constrain EP-preserving forces. We focus on planetary and astro-
physical systems, because these dense sources can lead to screening even for tiny natural
self-interactions. For example, we consider these effects on searches for deviations in the
free fall of the Earth and Moon towards the Sun, and the relative gravitation of the objects
in the recently discovered stellar triple system PSR J0337`1715 [16]. These measure-
ments, along with the observation of general-relativistic light bending around the Sun [17],
ultimately place the strongest constraint for scalars with very small masses.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we discuss how self interactions lead
to enhancements and screening, specializing to simple polynomial potentials first studied
in Refs. [5, 13]. We consider quantum corrections to the scalar potential and determine
the natural size of the self-interactions in Sec. 3 for generic, dilaton-like and ZN scalars.
For a generic scalar, the strength of the self-interactions grows as its coupling to matter
is increased, while the dilaton and ZN scalars have naturally small self-interactions. We
investigate the effects of the natural quartic interactions of a generic scalar in Sec. 4,
showing that they can give rise to screening if the coupling to matter is large enough.
The natural size of higher-dimensional (non-renormalizable) terms in the scalar potential
1While we specialize to scalar mediators in this work, we note that screening can also be realized in
models with a vector fifth force – see, e.g., Ref. [11].
2Interestingly, there exists a new solution to the hierarchy problem that, if applied to fifth force scalars,
suppresses all terms in the potential, not just the mass term [14] and is not ruled out by data. The
phenomenology of fifth forces of this type will be more along the lines of Ref. [12] than what we consider
here.
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is typically too small to give rise to substantial screening. However, in Sec. 5 we point
out that the discovery of a canonical fifth force can place important constraints on Planck-
scale quantum gravity contributions to these operators. The scalar-mediated fifth force in
the above cases has the familiar Yukawa-like large-distance behavior. In contrast, cubic
self-interactions, considered in Sec. 6, are relevant operators which result in a different
large-distance fall-off. Cubic potential terms can give rise to meta-stable vacua, resulting
in additional constraints on scalar fifth forces which we also discuss in Sec. 6. We summarize
these results and conclude in Sec. 7.
2 Screening and Enhancements with Non-Quadratic Potentials
In this section, we briefly discuss how screening or enhancement occurs in models with
non-quadratic potentials. We consider a scalar field ϕ with interactions described by
L Ą 1
2
pBϕq2 ´ V pϕq ` βρϕ, (2.1)
where V is the scalar potential, ρ is the matter density and β is a coupling constant. If ϕ
is sufficiently light, it can mediate a new long range force between matter sources ρ.3
The equation of motion (EOM) which determines the profile of ϕ (and therefore the
resulting force on another object) due to a spherically symmetric source of constant density
is
ϕ2 ` 2
r
ϕ1 “ V 1pϕq ´ βρ θpr ´Rq, (2.2)
where R is the source radius. For a quadratic potential V “ m2ϕ2{2 this equation is easily
solved to give a Yukawa field profile ϕ „ Q{r at distances m´1 " r " R, where Q “ βM
is the “charge” of the source and M “ 4piR3ρ{3 is its mass. The new ϕ-mediated force
between two objects is then simply given by [1, 2]
F5,ij “ αGMiMj
r2
p1`mrq e´mr, (2.3)
where α “ β2M2Pl{4pi, 1{m “ λ is the range of the force, MPl “ 1.221 ˆ 1019 GeV is the
Planck mass and G “ 1{M2Pl.
The quadratic potential is special because it gives rise to a linear EOM. Screening or
enhancements of the ϕ-mediated force are a generic feature of non-quadratic potentials.
To study these effects we will consider potentials of the form
V pϕq “ g
n
ϕn, (2.4)
where g is a coupling constant and n is a positive integer.
3The coupling to density in Eq. 2.1 can arise in the ultra-violet (UV) from an EP-preserving interaction
ϕT (where T is the trace of the quantum stress-energy tensor) or via EP-violating, species-dependent
interactions. For simplicity, we will assume that this interaction is fundamentally EP-preserving.
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Figure 1: Qualitative behavior of the scalar potential V for a fifth force mediated by ϕ
that gives rise to screening (left), tunneling (middle) and enhancement (right). In each
panel we show the original potential in the presence of only the quadratic term and the
coupling to matter (dotted blue), the effect of the coupling to matter (dashed yellow), and
the effect of a cubic self-interaction term (dot-dashed green), with the full potential in
black. In the left panel, the dotted blue line shows the quadratic term only. Left: The
coupling to matter shifts the minimum, resulting in a steeper potential, reflecting meff ą m
inside a dense object. If m´1eff is smaller than the size of the source, its ϕ charge is screened.
Middle: A cubic term κϕ3 in the potential term generates a deep minimum, making our
vacuum at ϕ “ 0 susceptible to tunneling. Right: If βκ ă 0, finite density effects can
result in enhancement of the scalar charge if ϕ attains a value close to the true minimum
and returns to ϕ « 0 away from the source. If the source is sufficiently dense (or the cubic
large enough), ϕ does not return to ϕ “ 0 outside of the source and instead evolves to the
true minimum, resulting in classical vacuum decay.
2.1 Screening
The essence of the chameleon mechanism [4] is the observation that the in-medium mass
meff of ϕ can be much larger than the vacuum mass determined by V . The onset of
screening occurs when
meffR Á 1 , (2.5)
where R is the size of the source; thus only a small fraction of the object is able to source
the field. This regime also corresponds to the field ϕ in the interior of the source saturating
to the minimum value of the effective potential (the last two terms in Eq. 2.1).
In the screened regime Eq. 2.2 is highly non-linear. While analytic approximations
are available in various limits [18, 19], in general, the EOM must be solved numerically.
However, we can roughly estimate the impact of these effects as follows. The non-linear
terms of the EOM force the field to decrease much faster than 1{r until they become
comparable to the linear terms; this cross-over occurs outside of the source, but still at
distances r „ R.4 After this point, the field profile can be described as
ϕ „ Q
r
Q “ βMγ, (2.6)
4This is true for quartic and higher potentials. The cubic is a relevant operator and becomes more
important at larger distances (until r „ m´1); nevertheless this argument gives reasonable agreement with
numerical calculations. We will come back to this later.
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where γ ă 1 is the ratio between the unscreened and screened charges which encodes the
effect of non-linearities at large distances. We can estimate γ by comparing the left- and
right-hand sides of the EOM, Eq. 2.2, at r „ R, i.e. at distances where the cross-over
between non-linear and linear behavior occurs. In the context of the generic potential
shown in Eq. 2.4, this comparison is between
ϕ2 ` 2
r
ϕ1 „ Q
r3
« gϕn´1 „ gQ
n´1
rn´1 . (2.7)
Solving for γ gives the screening factor
γ „
ˆ
gc
g
˙1{pn´2q
, (2.8)
where
gc “ 2R
n´4
pβMqn´2 (2.9)
is the critical size of the coupling. The above is valid when γ ! 1, or g " gc. The
suppression factor γ is often expressed in terms of the internal ϕ field value (ϕmin in this
case) and the Newtonian potential of the source ΦN “ GM{R [4, 20]. In this notation,
Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 become
γ „
ˆ
8pi
3
˙1{pn´2qˆ ϕmin
βM2PlΦN
˙n´1
n´2
. (2.10)
It is easy to check that there are two equivalent interpretations of the screening effect.
The first interpretation is that the scalar field inside the source has reached ϕ « ϕmin
minimizing Veff . Since ϕ has reached its minimum, ϕ ceases to change, regardless of
the size of the object. The second interpretation is that there is an in-medium mass
m2eff “ V 2pϕminq such that meffR " 1, i.e. the “range” of ϕ inside the source is smaller
than its size. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1 where we show the impact of the of
the ϕ-matter coupling on the curvature of the potential in the presence of self-interactions.
If the potential was quadratic, the vacuum and in-medium V 2 would be equal.
In the opposite limit, g ! gc, there is no screening and γ « 1. Thus, we can define an
approximate scaling of γ for the entire range of g:
γ „ min
«
1,
ˆ
gc
g
˙1{pn´2qff
. (2.11)
This simple argument reproduces the correct scaling for the case of a quartic self-interaction
obtained in a different way in Ref. [5], and provides good intuition for the numerical results
in the following sections. From our numerical simulation, we find that while Eq. 2.11 gives
the correct scaling, it overestimates the amount of screening by almost an order of magni-
tude (more sophisticated approximate solutions were derived in Refs. [18, 19]). The force
on a test particle far outside of the source is proportional to γ and is therefore significantly
reduced in the screened regime; this leads to a dramatic weakening of experimental bounds
on scalar fields with this behavior.
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Note that Q is independent of βM in the screened limit. In other words, the strength
of the ϕ-matter coupling and mass of the object do not actually matter. This characteristic
feature of screened sources occurs because the field falls off fast outside of the source due
to the large effective mass. It quickly enters the linear regime when the self-interactions
are barely sub-dominant. As a result, the effective charge of the source is independent of
the details of the source itself. The initial fast decrease is determined by the value of ϕ
inside the source and the corresponding meff , both of which depend on βM . The value
of ϕ at the cross-over between non-linear and linear regimes, however, is determined only
by the size of self-interaction and not by the ϕ value in the non-linear “core”. This can
be verified by inserting Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 into Eq. 2.6. Thus, the large distance behaviour
(outside of the core) should only depend on g [18, 19]. This intuition is made explicit by
the estimate above.
The scaling of the critical self-coupling strength in Eq. 2.9 can be understood as follows.
Since M „ ρR3, screening is more easily achieved for larger objects (for a fixed density
ρ), as increasing R reduces the gradient energy associated with the transition of ϕ from
non-linear to linear evolution and decreases the value of ϕ at which this transition occurs.
Similarly, denser objects decrease the g required for screening since increasing ρ increases
m2eff for a fixed R.
Finally we briefly comment on how screening does not always lead to weaker constraints.
As is well known, as the range of an EP-preserving fifth force gets larger and larger, most
of the bounds on it become weaker and weaker. This is because in this limit, it is difficult
to differentiate between the presence of a fifth force and a shift in the mass of the object5.
This changes when screening occurs because two objects with the same mass but different
radii can have different screening parameters γ, leading to effective EP violation [15]. Since
the screening parameters γ are independent of the vacuum mass of the fifth-force mediator
(as long as it is smaller than R´1), this effective EP violation persists for arbitrarily long-
ranged forces. We will show this explicitly in Sec. 4.
2.2 Enhancements and Vacuum Decay
Screening takes place when ϕmin ! βM{R, i.e. when ϕ at the true minimum of the effective
potential is smaller than the surface value of ϕ in the absence of self-interactions. This is
equivalent to the condition in Eq. 2.5. When the opposite is true, |ϕmin| " βM{R, two new
effects can occur depending on the shape of the potential. First, the vacuum near ϕ « 0
can be metastable and therefore susceptible to quantum tunneling. This is shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 1. The second possibility is that the scalar charge of an object can be
enhanced. Enhancements occur when finite density effects encourage the growth of ϕ (e.g.
a negative mass squared at small ϕ) rather than discourage the growth of ϕ (e.g. a positive
mass squared at small ϕ). When ϕmin is large enough, enhancement can induce classical
vacuum decay. We illustrate the potential that gives rise to enhancement in the right panel
of Fig. 1. For the remainder of this section we focus on enhancement and induced vacuum
decay since these will provide the strongest constraints in Sec. 6.
5The bending of light around a massive object is one of the few experiments that can differentiate
between the two.
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As in the case of screening, meff at the true in-medium minimum is larger than the
vacuum mass m. This would lead one to expect that for a large object the force should
be weaker. However, unlike the case of screening, ϕmin can be parametrically larger than
βM{R. As a result, the field profile inside the source starts at a much higher value, so that
ϕprq outside the source is much larger than it would be if the self-interaction terms were
absent. Therefore, when discussing enhancements, it is more useful to think about the
screening/enhancement factor γ and ϕ at the potential minimum rather than the effective
mass.
The concrete case we will consider is a potential with a coupling of ϕ to matter, a cubic
self-interaction term, and a small quartic self-interaction term to stabilize the potential
V pϕq “ m
2
2
ϕ2 ` κ
3
ϕ3 ` 
4
ϕ4 ´ βρϕ , (2.12)
shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of the quartic, we would find that if
κβ ă ´m
4
4ρ
, (2.13)
the potential would have a runaway direction ϕ Ñ 8 and no minimum. Unlike the case
where there is only a linear term in the EOM (giving rise to the standard Yukawa potential),
a cubic term causes a runaway that is faster than exponential and so ϕ reaches infinity in
finite distance. Thus we include a small quartic term to stabilize the potential, so that ϕ
would instead evolve to the global minimum. With a stabilized potential as above, there
are two qualitatively different scenarios, depending on the relative sign of βκ.
If βκ ą 0 screening occurs. Since the ϕ-matter coupling pushes ϕ to positive values,
the self-interaction increases the the effective mass at the in-medium minimum. However,
the minimum near ϕ « 0 is local both in vacuum and at finite density. This vacuum is
therefore metastable due to possible tunneling to the global minimum at ϕ ă 0; this is
shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1.
To see the simplest example of an enhancement, we consider βκ ă 0 as in the right
side of Fig. 1. In this case ϕ will evolve classically towards its global minimum, and
because a cubic term gives faster than exponential growth it can very quickly reach the
minimum. Because the position of the global minimum is sensitive to the quartic coupling,
the magnitude of the enhancement factor is large, but UV-sensitive. As a result, when the
force is enhanced due to ϕ reaching its global minimum, it is difficult to determine whether
or not this possibility is excluded in a given observation.
The enhancements discussed above are similar to the enhancements due to sponta-
neous scalarization discussed in Ref. [21]. In both cases, the scalar is pushed away from
the origin due to finite density effects. Spontaneous scalarization utilizes a finite density
negative mass term while we utilize a cubic term. Unsurprisingly, a higher power of ϕ
results in a larger effect that occurs for all values of the coupling. This is in contrast to
spontaneous scalarization which turns on only for objects whose densities/radii exceed a
critical density/radius.
The assumption that there is a large cubic self-interaction means that the vacuum is
in a metastable state regardless of the sign of βκ. For βκ ą 0, this leads to quantum
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tunneling, as described above. If, on the other hand, βκ ă 0 and an object sources a large
field value, it has the potential to create a bubble of true vacuum that will devour the entire
rest of the universe. This and other tunneling constraints can be used to place extremely
tight bounds on the scenario of enhancement. We consider these effects in the context of
the cubic self-interaction in Sec. 6.
3 Naturalness and Self-Interactions
Quantum corrections in perturbative quantum field theory are small and, therefore, usually
provide small shifts in relationships between various observables. The situation is different
when one or more parameters are tuned to be small without the protection of a symmetry.
In this situation, these small quantum shifts can qualitatively change the behavior of a
given theory. A famous example of this is spontaneous symmetry breaking in the Coleman-
Weinberg model with a classically massless scalar [22]. In the chameleon theories introduced
in the previous sections there are two sources of quantum corrections: the ϕ self-interaction
and the ϕ coupling to Standard Model (SM) fields. The effect of the former was recently
studied in Ref. [23]. Here we consider the latter possibility.6 We first consider the impact
of quantum corrections for a generic scalar field with no protective symmetries, and show
that for a sufficiently large coupling to matter these corrections lead to screening. We then
contrast these results with a dilaton field whose interactions with matter are governed by
conformal invariance and ZN scalars whose interactions are governed by a ZN symmetry.
3.1 Generic Scalars
The coupling to matter in Eq. 2.1 induces quantum corrections to V which generates all ϕ
self-interactions consistent with symmetries. We estimate the size of these corrections as
follows. First, it is useful to write down the ϕ-matter coupling as the Yukawa interaction
L Ą ´pmf ´ yϕqf¯f, (3.1)
where mf is the fermion mass and y “ mfβ. At low energies the relevant fermions are
f “ p, n and e, with the coupling to bulk matter in Eq. 2.1 dominated by the nucleon
couplings. Given a tree-level potential of the form
V pϕq “ 1
2
m2ϕ2 ` 1
3
κϕ3 ` 1
4
ϕ4, (3.2)
the coupling to matter in Eq. 3.1 gives rise to renormalization group (RG) evolution of the
ϕ self-interactions. In the leading-log approximation we find
κpµq « κpµ0q ` 3y
3
2pi2
mf ln
µ
µ0
(3.3)
pµq « pµ0q ´ y
4
2pi2
ln
µ
µ0
. (3.4)
6Recently, Ref. [24] has investigated the impact of quantum corrections due to non-SM matter in the
symmetron models.
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Thus, the running of cubic and quartic interactions implies an approximate minimum
natural bound on the size of the self-interactions
|κ| Á 3y
3
2pi2
mf (3.5)
|| Á y
4
2pi2
, (3.6)
where we take the logarithm to be of order one. For simplicity, we will take the sign of 
to be positive to ensure the potential is bounded from below at the renormalizable level
Opϕ4q.7 The quartic and cubic potential parameters can be made much smaller, but this
requires the tuning of input parameters against loop corrections, in addition to the tuning
required to keep ϕ light. The latter tuning is the usual naturalness problem associated
with fundamental scalar fields.
Aside from the renormalizable couplings in Eq. 3.2, the ϕ-matter interaction generates
all self-interactions gϕn. These corrections are readily computed at one loop using the
Coleman-Weinberg (CW) approach (see Refs. [22, 25]). The Yukawa interaction in Eq. 3.1
leads to the ϕ potential
VCW “ ´ 1
16pi2
mf pϕq4
ˆ
ln
mf pϕq2
µ2
´ 3
2
˙
, (3.7)
where mf pϕq “ mf ´ yϕ is the field-dependent mass of f and µ is the MS renormalization
scale. Expanding VCW around ϕ “ 0, we find the characteristic size of one-loop corrections
to be
g „ y
nm4´nf
16pi2
“ β
nm4f
16pi2
. (3.8)
We note that this is a conservative estimate: a generation-universal, EP-preserving coupling
to Tµµ implies interactions with a large number of heavier fermions and gauge bosons which
will also contribute to RG evolution of self-interactions. The large multiplicity of particles
running in the loop tends to increase the magnitude of these corrections, barring precise
cancellations between fermionic and bosonic contributions. This definition of a “natural”
self-interaction differs from those used previously in, e.g., Refs. [13, 18, 19], where quartics
of Op1q were considered natural. Our minimal-sized coupling, Eq. 3.8, is more in line with
’t Hooft’s notion of naturalness [26], since in the limit y Ñ 0, the vanishing self-interactions
result in an enhanced symmetry of the theory – conserved ϕ number.
The size of the natural self-interaction in Eq. 3.8 grows with the ϕ-matter coupling,
so it is clear that it will become important at some point. Below we show that these self-
interactions lead to screening for experimentally interesting values of y, or equivalently, of
α.
Threshold for Screening Given the natural size of the self-interactions described above
we can estimate when screening becomes important for a given self-interaction term and
source object. The general screening condition given in Eq. 2.5 can be re-written by solving
7The potential can have a stable minimum with a negative quartic if higher order terms become important
as is the case for a cosine potential.
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for meff induced by V “ gϕn{n with g given by Eq. 3.8. This, in turn, allows one to define
a critical coupling strength α
pnq
c,i at which meff “ 1{Ri, signifying the onset of screening for
a given object i in the presence of an n-th order self-interaction term.
The effective mass in an object of density ρi is
m2eff „ βp2n´2qm4f
`
ρiR
2
i
˘pn´2q
(3.9)
in the limit where the vacuum mass is small. The screening condition meffRi ą 1 then
translates into a bound of α ą αpnqc,i where
α
pnq
c,i „
M2Pl
R2i
´
m4f ρ
n´2
i
¯1{pn´1q . (3.10)
The critical values of α for various sources considered below are listed in Table 1. We find
that these estimates, together with the approximate scaling of the screening parameter
γ as discussed around Eq. 2.11, are good approximations of the final numerical results.
The critical values of α for the sources considered here correspond the ϕ-matter Yukawa
coupling strength y ! 1 (defined in Eq. 3.1), so the quantum corrections remain under
control.
It is important to note that objects with different sizes and masses have different values
αc. As a result, a force which is fundamentally EP-preserving will appear to see unequal
charges from the two objects, resulting in apparent EP violation. For example, due to
the different sizes of the Moon and the LAGEOS satellite, there is a large range of α
(see Tab. 1) for which they experience different accelerations towards the Earth. These
differential accelerations are tightly constrained, giving rise to important bounds that we
consider in the following sections.
From Eq. 2.9, we see that the critical coupling gc above which there is screening
depends on the geometry of the object, so that regardless of how g is generated, there
will be differences in the screening of different objects. Thus, the argument of effective
EP violation arising for screened EP-preserving forces does not depend on our premise of
natural-sized couplings.
In the following sections, we consider the impact of screening at α ą αc due the natural-
sized self-interactions in Eq. 3.8, on existing constraints from experimental searches for fifth
forces. Before this, however, we discuss two exceptions to the preceding analysis.
3.2 Dilatons
In the generic scalar model considered above, vanishing of interactions results in an en-
hanced symmetry (ϕ number conservation); the mass, on the other hand, is not protected
by any symmetry and therefore must be tuned to keep ϕ light. An interesting counterex-
ample to the previous estimates of natural sizes of couplings occurs for the dilaton.
Technically natural scalar fields arise as Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGBs) of sponta-
neously broken global symmetries. A small mass for these scalars is generated by an explicit
breaking of the symmetry. The vanishing of the mass restores the full (non-linearly realized)
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Object α
p3q
c α
p4q
c α
p5q
c
Earth (C) 102 104.1 105
Moon (K) 103.2 105.4 106.3
Mercury (A) 102.8 105 105.9
Mars (D) 102.6 104.8 105.7
LAGEOS (L) 1017 1019 1020
Sun (@) 10´1.8 100.44 101.4
Pulsar (P ) 100.48´0.55 100.34´0.35 100.09´0.13
Inner Dwarf (Di) 10
´0.53 100.92 101.5
Outer Dwarf (Do) 10
´0.64 100.70 101.2
Table 1: Critical values αc of the force strength relative to gravity for natural-sized scalar
cubic, quartic and quintic self-interactions. For α ą αc the scalar fifth force becomes
screened. Due to uncertainty in the neutron star equation of state, we provide a range of
αc for the pulsar in PSR J0337`1715 , where we have used the upper and lower bounds
on the radius of a neutron star of mass 1.4M@, 9.9 À R À 13.6 km, from [27].
symmetry. This symmetry typically forbids non-derivative self-interactions. If these are
generated, they must be proportional to the explicit breaking parameter, or equivalently,
the field mass. Thus, a small mass generally implies small self-interactions.
This idea is explicitly realized in the context of spontaneously-broken conformal invari-
ance, where ϕ is the dilaton, the NGB of dilatation symmetry. Unlike NGBs associated
with internal symmetries, the conformal symmetry allows for ϕ4 self-interactions. It is
therefore interesting to ask whether these can be large enough to enable the chameleon
mechanism. The way in which the dilaton circumvents the previous arguments for large
self-interaction terms is that a large quartic is generated but is dynamically relaxed to
close to zero. Because the dilaton is the NGB of dilatation symmetry, it appears in the
renormalization logarithms as well as outside of the logs. Thus quantum effects serve only
to generate a sizeable quartic coupling. In the absence of explicit breaking of dilatation
symmetry, the minimum is either at ϕ “ 0, where dilatation symmetry is not spontaneously
broken, or ϕÑ8, where dilatation symmetry was never a good symmetry to begin with.
In order to obtain a finite value for the dilatation symmetry breaking scale f , an explicit
breaking must also be introduced. This breaking then generates a non-trivial potential for
the dilaton.
The dilaton potential, and therefore its self-interactions, can be constructed in the limit
of small explicit breaking of the conformal symmetry [28–30]. Fixing the scale of conformal
symmetry breaking f and dilaton mass m ! f one finds
V « 1
2
m2ϕ2 ` am
2
f
ϕ3 ` bm
2
f2
ϕ4 ` . . . , (3.11)
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where a and b are Op1q coefficients that can be computed as an expansion in the explicit
breaking parameter [29]. For example, if the explicit breaking is due to an operator of the
form ϕ4pϕ{fq∆´4, then in the limit where |∆ ´ 4| ! 1, we have a “ 5{6 and b “ 11{24.
The cubic and quartic around the minimum are small even though the original quartic was
very large. Thus the ϕ self-interactions are naturally suppressed by m{f ! 1, so, unlike the
generic scalar field considered before, a parametrically small mass implies parametrically
small self-interactions.
If the SM is part of the conformal sector from which the dilaton originates, the couplings
of ϕ with the SM are determined by the Noether theorem to be
L Ą ϕ
f
Tµµ Ñ ϕf ρ (3.12)
where T is the SM stress-energy tensor (including quantum corrections). Thus ϕ interac-
tions are naturally EP-preserving, and, in the notation of Eq. 2.1, β “ 1{f . For the small
ϕ masses that we consider in this paper, the cubic and quartic interactions of the dilaton
will be small enough that they do not lead to chameleon-like effects.
3.3 ZN scalars
Like dilatons, ZN scalars are another example of how a symmetry can be used to suppress
both the mass term and higher order self interactions [14]. The ZN symmetry is non-
linearly realized on the scalar as a shift symmetry, and as an exchange symmetry on the
N copies of particles with which it interacts. For our purposes, N can be thought of as
enumerating copies of the Standard Model.
If ϕ has a spurion ε which breaks the arbitrary shift symmetry ϕ Ñ ϕ ` θ down to
ϕÑ ϕ` 2pif , then ϕ only appears in the potential as
L Ą ε sin
ˆ
ϕ
f
` ϑ
˙
. (3.13)
This theory also has a ZN shift symmetry, under which ϕÑ ϕ` 2pifN . However, the spurion
is not invariant under this symmetry. Utilizing these ingredients, the entire potential for
ϕ can be suppressed. N is in principle any integer greater than 2.
The potential and interactions of ZN scalars with matter fermions ψk scale as
L „
Nÿ
k
ε sin
ˆ
ϕ
f
` 2pik
N
˙
ψkψk `
ˆ
ε
mψ
˙N
m4ψ cos
Nϕ
f
. (3.14)
The fifth force scalar ϕ therefore interacts with the N different mirror worlds, each one
with its own fermion ψk, with slightly different couplings. Due to various trigonometric
identities, or more generally the exponential convergence of Riemann sums of periodic
functions, the potential for ϕ is exponentially suppressed by εN . In practice N “ 3 is good
enough to achieve significant suppression of the potential.
What is of relevance for fifth forces is the Yukawa interaction and the mass potential.
Ignoring the mirror world particles and taking the leading order interactions of ϕ, we get
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the potential
L “ βρϕ` m
2f2
N2
cos
Nϕ
f
(3.15)
Unlike the case of the dilaton, β is not entirely fixed by f (β „ ε{pmψfq). There are three
parameters that characterize ZN scalars (f , ε and N) as opposed to the two parameters
that characterize dilatons (f and m). As a result, ZN scalars have more flexibility. ZN
scalars can interpolate between having self interactions too small to be observed to large
self interactions that cause screening.
4 Quartic Self-Interactions
As discussed in Sec. 2, in the presence of gϕn, n ě 4 interactions in the ϕ potential, the
field far outside of a source is Yukawa-like, with an amplitude that is described by an
effective charge determined by the thin shell mechanism. The total force between two
such (well-separated) objects i and j is then a simple generalization of the usual fifth force
parametrization [1]
Fij “ GMiMj
r2
“
1` αeff p1`mrq e´mr
‰
, (4.1)
where the effective coupling strength αeff is
αeff “ αγipgqγjpgq. (4.2)
Below we demonstrate how a technically natural value of the quartic coupling strength g “ 
(see Eq. 3.2) modifies the existing constraints on new long-range forces. In Fig. 2 we show
how variations of  modify the screening parameters γi for Earth and Moon (left panel) and
resulting effective coupling strength αeff (right panel). The latter is the quantity (rather
than α) that is directly constrained by, e.g., anomalous lunar precession, as we describe
below.
As argued in the previous section, in the absence of symmetries the minimal natural
size for a quartic self-interaction is parametrically
 „ α
2m4n
M4Pl
. (4.3)
Thus the self-interaction becomes more important as the scalar field’s coupling to matter,
α, is increased. We illustrate the impact of this natural quartic on a representative exper-
imental constraint on new fifth forces in Fig. 3, where we show how the anomalous lunar
precession bound is modified. This measurement is described in more detail below. The
dotted black line shows the constraint in the absence of screening. Above the dashed line
labelled meff ą λ´1, the in-medium mass meff is greater than the bare mass given by λ´1,
and an object of size R “ λ will therefore be screened. For example, one can see that crit,K
intersects this line roughly at λ “ RK. We see that above the horizontal lines denoting
αc,C and αc,K, αeff{α shrinks due to the screening parameters γC and γK decreasing as a
function of increasing α, until eventually αeffpλq satisfies the experimental constraint at
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Figure 2: Effective charges of the Earth and the Moon (left panel) and the resulting
effective coupling (right panel) as a function of the ϕ quartic self-interaction  (in units
of pβρi{m30q2, with ρi the density of the source and m´10 set to the Earth-Moon distance).
Experimental bounds on the fifth force coupling are significantly weakened when screening
becomes effective inside the Earth and the Moon. These “thresholds” are indicated by
vertical dashed lines in each panel. They correspond to the effective mass of ϕ becoming
comparable to the source size.
large values of α. Thus the previously unbounded-above experimental constraint now only
excludes a finite region of the α´ λ parameter space.
Similar figures can be made for the other experimental constraints, but ultimately
they often overlap substantially, so that it is more useful to see how the combination of
constraints is modified, as is shown in Fig. 4 for a natural quartic self-interaction.
As discussed previously, inside a screened dense object sourcing the light scalar field,
the field profile is roughly constant, taking on the value ϕmin. Near the surface of the
object however, the non-linearity of the potential is important, and as such, determining
how experimental constraints are modified requires a numerical treatment. At distances
much greater than the radius of the object, however, one is typically in a regime where the
linear term dominates the equation of motion, such that we can make use of the effective
charge approximation as in Refs. [5, 18, 19] – see Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. Experiments that
employ small source/test masses (such as torsion pendulums [31] and the MICROSCOPE
satellite [32]) are not modified by screening effects at interesting values of α due to the
smallness of technically natural self-interactions considered here. For example the critical
value of α for the Pt/Rh test mass used in the MICROSCOPE mission is αc „ 1020.
Therefore, for simplicity we focus on experimental bounds coming from measurements on
astronomical scales. These constraints arise from measurements involving the LAGEOS
satellite [1, 33, 34], the anomalous precession of the moon, Mercury and Mars [1, 35, 36],
light deflection near the Sun [17], and the stellar triple system [16, 37]. Below, we discuss
each measurement, and how it is used to constrain the effect of a fifth force. For the
interested reader, a more complete treatment, including derivations of various expressions,
is given in [1]. The natural-quartic modified bounds are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Anomalous lunar precession bound on ϕ-mediated fifth force in the plane of
coupling strength α and range λ including the effects of a natural quartic self-interaction
 9 α2. The area inside of the black contour is excluded by the existing bound on the
anomalous precession of the Moon. The lower edge of the exclusion matches the un-
screened case (dotted black line). As one goes up in α, the natural quartic becomes large
enough to begin to screen the effective charges of the Earth and then the Moon (lower
and upper horizontal dashed lines, respectively). The reduction of the effective coupling
αeff due to screening is shown by the density plot, with darker colors corresponding to
largest screening/smallest αeff . Above the gray diagonal dashed line the contribution of
the quartic term in the potential to the ϕ mass in Earth is larger than the vacuum mass
λ´1.
Earth-LAGEOS The Earth-LAGEOS constraint uses the quantity µCprq ” GprqMC
measured on Earth and at the LAGEOS satellite to constrain the distance variation of
Gprq. Using these measurements, one can extract a value for the acceleration due to
Earth’s gravitational pull giprq at the location of object i. The constraint is usually stated
in terms of the η parameter defined as
η “ gCpRCq ´ gLpRCq
gLpRCq , (4.4)
where gLpRCq is obtained by extrapolating the measured gLprLq to RC using the New-
tonian 1{r2 scaling and accounting for various corrections such as deviations from perfect
sphericity of the Earth [42]. We use the subscript C and L to represent Earth and LAGEOS
respectively. The extrapolated value is then [1]
η “ p´2˘ 5q ˆ 10´7 . (4.5)
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Figure 4: Constraints on fifth forces in the presence of natural quartic self-interactions
from searches for EP-preserving forces excluding Earth-LAGEOS (black) and EP-violating
forces (blue). The red contour indicates the constraint from Earth-LAGEOS [1], which is
unbounded above as explained in the text, thereby closing all gaps in other experiments.
Searches for EP-preserving forces shown include measurements made using the LAGEOS
satellite [1, 33, 34], and the anomalous precession of the moon, Mercury and Mars [1, 35, 36].
The dashed black line shows the bounds in the absence of screening, while the solid contour
shows the bounds with screening. The search for light deflection by the Cassini mission [17]
is shown by a dashed light blue line. Searches for EP-violating forces shown include Lunar
Laser Ranging (LLR-EP) [38] and the stellar triple system PSR J0337`1715 [37]. These
would not be present in the absence of screening. The purple dashed and dot-dashed lines
indicate constraints from the cooling of SN1987A and Red Giants respectively [39–41]. The
dotted green contours indicate the level of tuning of the mass required as a function of α.
In the Newtonian limit, the acceleration due to the Earth as measured at Earth, and as
measured at LAGEOS and then extrapolated to the Earth should be identical, such that
η “ 0.
Because this constraint involves comparing the gravitational acceleration at the LA-
GEOS satellite, which is in orbit somewhat close to the Earth, with the gravitational
acceleration as measured on the Earth’s surface, computing the effect of screening requires
additional care. When sources are well-separated, the effective charge approximation will
be appropriate. However, for a measurement made on the surface of the earth, where non-
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linear effects are important, the effective charge approach no longer holds. At the orbit of
the LAGEOS satellite, non-linear effects due to the Earth are smaller, but still important.
A long-range force with strength α relative to gravity would give a non-vanishing η
η5 “
ˆ
αγ¯CpRCqR2CGCpRC,mq ´ αγ¯CpRLqγLR2LGCpRL,mq
µCpRLq ` αγ¯CpRLqγLR2LGCpRL,mq
˙
, (4.6)
where γ¯CpRiq is related to the previously defined screening parameter γC as described
below, and GCpr,mq is the acceleration due to to a Yukawa-type fifth force, given by
Gipr,mq “ GNMi p1`mrq
ˆ
e´mr
r2
˙
Fi pmRiq , (4.7)
where FipmRiq is a form factor which accounts for the extended size of the source, given
by
Fipxq “ 3
x3
px coshx´ sinhxq , (4.8)
such that in the limit where Ri ! 1{m, Fi „ 1, and in the limit where Ri " 1{m,
Fi „ 3emRi{p2pmRiq2q [1].
In practice, to account for the non-linearity, we compute the derivative of the field pro-
file ϕ1prq|r“RC,RL numerically at the Earth’s surface and at LAGEOS’ orbit, and compare
this with the acceleration due to a pure Yukawa-type force. We parametrize the size of the
screened acceleration near the surface of Earth as
αγ¯CprqGCpr,mq “ ´βϕ1prq, (4.9)
where r “ RC or RL « 2RC. We differentiate between the previously defined screening
parameter γi and γ¯Cprq because the latter is r-dependent and, crucially, exhibits different
scaling as a function of α due to non-linear effects from being near the surface of the
source. We can estimate the scaling of γ¯C at the Earth’s surface as a function of α for a
natural-sized quartic self-interaction term as follows [5]. When the equation of motion is
sufficiently non-linear (i.e. when meffR is large) it can be approximated as
ϕ2 „ ϕ3 ´ βρθpr ´Riq , (4.10)
which can be solved to find [5]
ϕ „ ˘ 1a

2
´
r ´Ri ˘
b
2
ϕ
´1
min
¯ . (4.11)
The gradient at the surface of the Earth is therefore
ϕ1pRCq „ ´21{6pi1{3
ˆ
ρC
mn
˙2{3
, (4.12)
where we have used that β “ ?4piα{MPl and  „ α2pmn{MPlq4. Therefore, for a natural-
sized quartic interaction,
γ¯CpRCq 9 α´1{2 . (4.13)
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Thus η grows for increasing α, unlike the case with the other experiments we consider,
where the constraints shrink as α grows above αc. The screening parameter γ¯CpRLqγL of
the acceleration at LAGEOS is also computed numerically. Because LAGEOS is orbiting
at RL „ 2RC, it is in a regime where the above scaling does not apply, but neither does the
estimated scaling of Eq. 2.8. Instead, the scaling is intermediate, with γ¯CpRLqγL „ α´0.6
obtained numerically.
The Earth-LAGEOS constraint exhibits apparent EP violation even for an EP-preserving
force, because γ¯C and γ¯L scale differently with α. Thus the Earth-LAGEOS bounds fifth
forces with natural-sized interactions at m Ñ 0, as seen in Fig. 4 for the natural quartic
interaction.
Because the self-interactions are natural-sized and therefore have α dependence, screen-
ing does not result in a gap in experimental coverage opening at large α for the Earth-
LAGEOS constraint. Thus, despite all other constraints having upper bounds in α, Earth-
LAGEOS closes off the resulting gaps.
Light Deflection Measurements of the mass of an object from gravitational light de-
flection and from orbital dynamics differ in the presence of a fifth-force, since ϕ does not
couple to light at the classical level (although such couplings are generated by charged mat-
ter through quantum corrections [43]). This effect can be captured by the post-Newtonian
parameter γPPN. The Cassini spacecraft has observed the gravitational deflection of radio
signals as they passed close to the surface of the Sun and measured γPPN to be [17]
γPPN ´ 1 “ p2.1˘ 2.5q ˆ 10´5. (4.14)
We evaluate the PPN parameter following Ref. [7], which yields
γPPN ´ 1 « ´2βϕpbminq
ΦN pbminq (4.15)
where bmin “ 1.6Rd is the minimum impact parameter of the radio signals sent and received
by the Cassini probe [17] and ΦN is the Newtonian potential of the Sun. The choice of bmin
as the distance scale is not particularly important as other bounds become more important
at smaller distance scales.
Lunar-LAGEOS The Lunar-LAGEOS constraint uses measurements of µCprq at the
LAGEOS satellite and at the Moon. We use the symbol C´ K to signify the Earth-Moon
distance. The constraint is given in terms of the parameter
ηLL “ µCprLq ´ µCprC´KqpµCprLq ` µCprC´Kqq {2 , (4.16)
and is measured to be [1]
ηLL, meas. “ p´1.8˘ 1.6q ˆ 10´8 . (4.17)
Again, in the exact Newtonian limit, the expectation is that ηLL “ 0.
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In the presence of a long-range force with strength α, ηLL becomes
η5,LL “ 2α γC
"
γLGCpRL,mq ´ γKGCpRC´K,mqpRC´K{RLq2
2µC{R2L ` α γC pγLGCpRL,mq ` γKGCpRC´K,mqpRC´K{RLq2q
*
,
(4.18)
where we note that the terms numerator do not have the same charges. As a result, one
finds that in the limit where mÑ 0, η5,LL asymptotes towards a finite value:
η5,LL „ αγCpγK ´ γLq `Opr2im2q , (4.19)
so that if γK ‰ γL, there will be effective EP violation, even if the underlying force is
EP-preserving.
Anomalous Precession Bounds on anomalous precession of pericenters of objects in the
Solar system provide some of the most powerful constraints on fifth forces. We consider
bounds from the LAGEOS satellite [34], the Moon [36], Mercury, and Mars [35].
The motion of a planet under the influence of a central force is governed by
upθq “ up ` ue cosωpθ ´ θ0q , (4.20)
where u “ 1{r. The quantity up is related to the semi-major axis ap and the eccentricity of
the orbit  “ ue{up by 1{up “ app1´2q. In the absence of a fifth force, ω “ 1 and therefore
pericenter occurs at θ ´ θ0 “ 2pin, n P Z. In the presence of a fifth force, up is modified,
but is still identified with the semi-major axis, so that it is not used as a constraint. The
precession rate ω is also shifted, resulting in a pericenter shift per orbit of δθ “ 2piδω{ω
where
δω
ω
» α
2
pmapq2e´map . (4.21)
We note that in the presence of a Yukawa-type force, as mÑ 0, the anomalous precession
goes to zero. When the orbiting bodies become screened α is replaced by αeff . If the
screening is severe enough δω{ω falls below the experimental limit, resulting in an upper
bound on the excluded region. This was illustrated in Fig. 3 for the lunar precession
constraint.
The experimental constraints on the anomalous precession of the LAGEOS satel-
lite [34], the Moon [36], Mercury and Mars [35] are
δω
ω
ˇˇˇ
L
“ p1.4˘ 22˘ 270q ˆ 10´13, (4.22)
δω
ω
ˇˇˇ
K
“ p´3.0˘ 8.0q ˆ 10´12, (4.23)
δω
ω
ˇˇˇ
A
“ p´13˘ 33q ˆ 10´9, (4.24)
δω
ω
ˇˇˇ
D
“ p´21˘ 29q ˆ 10´9. (4.25)
In all cases these measurements provide the best bounds at small α for 1{m „ ap.
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EP Test with the Stellar Triple System The recently discovered stellar triple system
- an inner white dwarf-pulsar binary in orbit around another white dwarf (WD) - provides
an ideal laboratory for testing the equivalence principle [16]. The first tests of EP have
already been carried out in Ref. [37], placing stringent bounds on violations of strong EP
(SEP). This bound can be recast to constrain the scenario considered here since the vastly
different sizes and densities of the white dwarves and the pulsar imply that their effective
charges under the fifth force can be different for α „ Op1q.
The constraint in Ref. [37] is on the fractional difference of gravitational and inertial
mass of the pulsar. A non-zero value would lead to anomalous relative acceleration of the
pulsar and inner dwarf towards the outer dwarf, leading to the bound
η “ aNS ´ aWD,IpaNS ` aWD,Iq{2 ă 2.6ˆ 10
´6, (4.26)
where aNS and aWD,I are the accelerations of the neutron star (NS) and the inner white
dwarf towards the outer white dwarf. In our case, a similar anomalous acceleration arises
due to different scalar charges of the inner dwarf and the neutron star. The resulting
modification to the equations of motion can be cast in a similar form to the one due to
strong EP violation up to general relativistic corrections. Thus we apply Eq. 4.26 directly;
a more accurate approach would be to simulate the orbital dynamics of the triple system
as in Ref. [37] in the presence of the ϕ-mediated force.
We evaluate Eq. 4.26 in analogy to the Lunar-LAGEOS constraint in Eq. 4.18, by
computing the effective charges for the neutron star and white dwarves as a function of the
matter coupling α. The masses of stars were measured to be 1.44Md, 0.20Md and 0.41Md
for the pulsar, inner and outer white dwarves, respectively, while the radius of the outer
orbit is „ 120 light-seconds (we neglect the small „ 1 light-second radius of the binary for
simplicity) [16]. We use R “ 10 km, 0.015Rd, 0.012Rd for the radii of the neutron star,
inner and outer white dwarves, respectively. We extract the white dwarf size from the
mass-radius relation in Ref. [44]. The precise values of the radii depend on the unknown
stellar composition. This uncertainty is not important because the signal arises due to the
vastly different size and density of the pulsar relative to the inner dwarf. Similarly the NS
radius depends on its equation of state; for a neutron star of mass 1.4M@, the range of
radii 9.9 km À R À 13.6 km is favored [27].
EP Test with the Earth-Moon-Sun System The bound on the differential accel-
eration of the Earth and the Moon towards the Sun provides a powerful constraint on
EP-violating forces [38]:
η “ |aC ´ aK|paC ` aKq{2 ă 1.8ˆ 10
´13. (4.27)
This constraint is derived for the Laser Lunar Ranging data, so we refer to this limit as
LLR-EP. While the precision of Eq. 4.27 is far superior to the triple system bound in
Eq. 4.26 and the relevant length scale („ 1 AU) is similar, LLR-EP is less constraining
at small couplings because the critical values of α at which differential screening (and the
resulting effective EP violation) appears are much larger than in the triple stellar system –
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see Tab. 1. On the other hand, this also guarantees that LLR-EP is able to constrain much
larger couplings than PSR J0337`1715 , where the magnitude of the fifth force becomes
severely screened at smaller α than for the Earth-Moon-Sun system.
EP Test with Binary Pulsars Equivalence principle-violating long-range forces can
give rise to anomalous orbital eccentricity variation in binary systems in the field of the
galaxy [45]. This has been recently constrained using pulsar timing measurements of PSR
J1713+0747, an NS-WD binary „ 7 kpc from the galactic center [46]. While we expect this
measurement to be sensitive to the ϕ-mediated force, we cannot recast it into a bound on
α because the pulsar is immersed in DM so that the far field approximation breaks down
and any screening is extremely sensitive to the unknown DM particle and halo properties.
Scalar Radiation in Binary Systems Equivalence principle-violating long-range forces
can also give rise to dipole gravitational radiation from binary star systems. Many ob-
servations have been made of systems involving a pulsar and a white dwarf companion,
such as J1738+0333, which provides the strongest radiation constraint on EP-violating
forces [47, 48]. However, these bounds are not competitive with the bound from the stellar
triple system we consider above in our case. This is because EP violation will only occur
at the onset of screening, which in the binary system will be dictated by αc for the pulsar.
Since this will be nearly the same for both the triple system and the binary, the lower
bound on α will not change. Additionally, because any dipole radiation is proportional to
the difference in charges squared, it is further suppressed as compared to other sources.
The force range these binaries can constrain will vary depending on the system, but in
general the binaries have smaller orbits than the triple system, and will therefore only
constrain parameter space that is already excluded by other searches.
Cooling of SN1987A, Horizontal Branch and Red Giant Stars Light fields with
weak coupling to matter can lead to anomalous cooling of stellar systems [39]. Constraints
on such interactions can be obtained from the observed duration of the supernova SN1987A
neutrino burst, and from the agreement of stellar models of horizontal branch and red gi-
ant stars with observations. The typical temperatures in the cores of these objects are
„ 30 MeV for the SN and „ 10 keV for the stars, so the resulting bounds are ϕ mass inde-
pendent for m considered in this work. The dense nuclear medium of SN1987A constrains
the ϕ-nucleon coupling to be yN À 10´10 [40, 41]. This in turn becomes a constraint on
the strength of the force relative to gravity of α À 1017. Similarly, bounds on electron and
nucleon couplings of ϕ in red giants demand that α À 2ˆ 1013 [40].
Environmental Dependence of Fundamental Constants An in-medium ϕ shift
locally modifies masses of the fermions that ϕ couples to. In dense environments like
neutron stars, this can lead to an Op1q change in nucleon mass, drastically altering their
properties like cooling and pulsation rates [49]. In the screened regime, ϕ attains its
minimum inside a neutron star; the resulting shift in nucleon mass is
δmn
mn
“ βϕmin „
ˆ
ρ
16pi2m4n
˙1{pn´1q
, (4.28)
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where in the last step we plugged in the natural self-interaction, Eq. 3.8. Note that this is
independent of the ϕ-matter coupling. Requiring that observed pulsar periods match the
expected value demands that [49]
´ 1.5 À δmn
mn
À 0.6, (4.29)
while Eq. 4.28 gives δmn{mn “ 0.8 ´ 0.9 for n “ 3 ´ 5. This holds in the deep screening
regime. The bound in Eq. 4.29 made use of supposed period measurement of a pulsar
remnant of SN1987A, which has not been confirmed by later observations [50]. However,
we expect that similar results can be obtained for other systems. We do not show this
constraint in Fig. 4 since it depends sensitively on the neutron star equation of state and
on the transition between screened and unscreened regimes.
Additional strong constraints on shifts in fundamental constants can be obtained from
cosmology [18, 51–54]. In particular, nucleon-nucleon interactions during Big Bang Nu-
cleosynthesis are sensitive to shifts in masses and in the strong coupling constant. These
constraints are stronger than those from pulsar periods described above, but are model-
dependent, so we do not plot them here.
5 Higher-Dimensional Operators
Higher dimensional operators provide a unique opportunity for experimentalists to test
assumptions that are typically held about quantum gravity. To see how this works in an
explicit example, consider the dimension 5 operator so that the leading order equation of
motion is
∇2ϕ “ ϕ
4
Λ
. (5.1)
Imagine that a new force sourced by the Sun is discovered, with a strength slightly below
the current bounds, and that it has the standard 1{r scaling with distance. Because we
are assuming that a ϕ „ Q{r potential has been measured, the quintic operator must not
cause deviations in the 1{r behavior of the potential. Roughly speaking, this is satisfied if
1
r2
Q
r
Á 1
Λ
Q4
r4
, (5.2)
i.e. if the derivative terms are dictating the falloff of the potential and not the quintic
interaction. Plugging in the current constraints on Q@ À 1035 at distances r „ 1011 m, we
see that this measurement would place the constraint
Λ Á 1060MPl. (5.3)
Note that this strong constraint is placed despite the fact that actual field value of the
fifth force, ϕ „ 10´10MPl, is much smaller than the Planck scale. Now the “natural” size
of this quintic piece is Λ „ mf{y5 " 1060MPl which satisfies the constraint (see Eq. 3.8)
for α “ 1. The “natural” size of a gravitational contribution to this piece would also be
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suppressed, Λ „MPl{y5 so that as y Ñ 0, the scalar becomes massless. However, quantum
gravity has not been experimentally tested. It is plausible that standard field theory rules
break down and quantum gravity generates corrections with Λ „MPl, i.e. gravity for some
reason does not respect the shift symmetry of the scalar. This is expected since general
arguments imply that quantum gravity does not respect global symmetries [55, 56]. Thus,
a discovery of a scalar fifth force and a confirmation of its 1{r potential would place the
first ever constraints on the behavior of quantum gravity. In particular, the existence of
such a fifth force would suggest that quantum gravity does indeed respect shift symmetries.
The previous example shows that if a fifth force were ever discovered, the form of its po-
tential would constitute the first experimental constraints on quantum gravity. Repeating
the above gedanken experiment with an arbitrary higher dimensional operator
∇2ϕ “ ϕ
n´1
Λn´4 (5.4)
we find that measurement of a ϕ “ Q{r potential at distance r from the source would place
the constraint
Λ ą Q
n´2
n´4
r
. (5.5)
For n “ 5 and n “ 6, very strong super-Planckian constraints can be placed, while for
n ě 7, the constraints are all sub-Planckian.
A more detailed analysis Another way to interpret the discussion of Planck scale
corrections is in terms of the impact of a tree-level contribution to the dimension-5 operator.
The natural radiatively-generated size of the coefficient in front of the dimension-5 operator
is
c5
Λ
„ p4piαq
5{2
16pi2
ˆ
mn
MPl
˙4 1
MPl
„ 10´76α
5{2
MPl
. (5.6)
The natural dimension 5 operators lead to screening in various sources when α exceeds
the critical values listed in Tab. 1. The smallness of this coefficient means that α must be
larger to initiate screening, relative to the quartic self-interactions considered in Sec. 4. As a
result, the natural quintic self-interaction does not open any previously-excluded parameter
space as we show in Fig. 5. In fact, the non-linearity implies additional constraints from
the pulsar triple and the Moon-LAGEOS-Sun systems due to effective EP-violation, as
described in Sec. 4.
However, this story qualitatively changes if there is a tree-level contribution to the
dimension-5 operator which is not generated by the matter-induced radiative corrections.
Such a contribution could, for example, arise due to quantum gravity effects as described
above. Then, we should write
c5
Λ
„ p4piαq
5{2
16pi2
ˆ
mn
MPl
˙4 1
MPl
` c˜5
MPl
, (5.7)
where c˜5 is some coefficient which is not calculable in the infrared (IR). The tree-level
contribution dominates over the natural radiative correction when
c˜5 Á 10´76α5{2. (5.8)
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Figure 5: Constraints on fifth forces in the presence of natural quintic self-interactions
from searches for EP-preserving forces excluding Earth-LAGEOS (black) and EP-violating
forces (blue). The red contour indicates the constraint from Earth-LAGEOS [1], which is
unbounded above as explained in the text, thereby closing all gaps in other experiments.
Searches for EP-preserving forces shown include measurements made using the LAGEOS
satellite [1, 33, 34], and the anomalous precession of the moon, Mercury and Mars [1, 35, 36].
The dashed black line shows the bounds in the absence of screening, while the solid contour
shows the bounds with screening. The search for light deflection by the Cassini mission [17]
is shown by a dashed light blue line. Searches for EP-violating forces shown include Lunar
Laser Ranging (LLR-EP) [38] and the stellar triple system PSR J0337`1715 [37]. These
would not be present in the absence of screening. The purple dashed and dot-dashed lines
indicate constraints from the cooling of SN1987A and Red Giants respectively [39–41]. The
dotted green contours indicate the level of tuning of the mass required as a function of α.
This can be seen in Fig. 6, where we show contours of c5, with Λ normalised to MPl, for
different values of the tree-level UV contribution, c˜5.
A consequence of this transition from natural IR to unknown UV contribution is that
the critical value of the force strength α
p5q
c will change for all objects. The critical force
strength remains independent of the mass of the light scalar, but it depends on c˜5, as seen
also in Fig. 6.
Thus, if there is a tree-level contribution in addition to the natural radiative correction
term in the higher-dimensional operator, the bounds can change quite drastically. From
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Figure 6: Natural value of the quintic dimension-5 operator coefficient c5{Λ (red, nor-
malised to Λ “ MPl), as a function of log10 |α|. Possible UV tree-level contributions
(green/blue contours) c˜5 are independent of α. Also shown as dashed red, orange and
black lines are contours of α
p5q
c for the Moon, Earth and LAGEOS respectively.
studying Fig. 6, we can for example estimate the values of c˜5 for which the anomalous lunar
precession constraint will change substantially. We see that for c˜5 Á 10´65, αp5qc,C begins to
decrease, and similarly for the moon for c˜5 Á 10´62. At its strongest point, the anomalous
lunar precession constraint is |α| À 10´10. Therefore, if at some point αp5qc,i drops below
this value, there is no constraint at all, because αeff À 10´10 everywhere. We see that this
condition is achieved for c˜5 Á 10´40. Thus, we can break down the anomalous precession
constraint into three regimes
• c˜5 À 10´60: the constraint is only cut off above the natural values of αc,i as given
in Table 1.
• 10´40 Á c˜5 Á 10´60: the constraint remains cut off above natural values of αc,i,
but screening begins at lower values of α due to the true αc,i being smaller.
• c˜5 Á 10´40: there is no constraint.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for the anomalous lunar precession bound, where as we
vary c˜5, the constrained region shrinks as we go between 10
´60 À c˜5 À 10´40, and would
disappear if we plotted c˜5 Á 10´40.
Similar considerations apply to the other anomalous precession constraints. For the
more complex Lunar-LAGEOS and Earth-LAGEOS constraints, the behaviour is similar,
but the implication of a large tree-level UV contribution can be more interesting. Now,
since αc,K and αc,C decrease as we increase c˜5, the onset of the effective EP violation we
remarked on earlier begins at smaller values of α, expanding the excluded region at large
λ. However, for the values of c˜5 for which the constraint does not disappear, the LAGEOS
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Figure 7: Impact of a tree-level contribution c˜5{MPl to the quintic self-interaction on the
anomalous lunar precession bound. As c˜5 is increased from 10
´60 and 10´40 the constrained
region shrinks because the onset of screening occurs at smaller and smaller αc.
αc is not modified, so the large-α upper bound of the excluded region is unchanged (the
upper bound occurs when all objects are screened). When c˜5 is increased further, screening
begins to weaken bounds in the entire mass range. This behavior is shown in Fig. 8 for
Lunar-LAGEOS. Thus, as seen in Fig. 8 for certain values of c5, the constrained region
grows, while for others it shrinks. The non-monotonic scaling of the experimental constraint
can be simply understood from its large λ limit ( 1{m " rC´K) which can be written as
α À η
γC pγK ´ γLq , (5.9)
where we kept only the linear term in η À Op10´8q. In the situation where c˜5 dominates
c5, γi scales as α
´1{2 (see Eq. 2.11). As c˜5 is increased as in Fig. 8, pγK´γLq Ñ ´1 because
LAGEOS is not screened (γL « 1), while γK quickly becomes small. This enhances the ef-
fective EP violation. In this limit we can rewrite the above constraint as α À η{pαc,C{αq1{2.
Thus, as c˜5 is increased further, αc,C decreases and the overall bound on α weakens.
For Earth-LAGEOS, a similar estimate can be made. In the mÑ 0 limit, the constraint
on α can be approximated as
α À η
γ¯CpRCq ´ γ¯CpRLq , (5.10)
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Figure 8: Variation of the Lunar-LAGEOS constraint for d “ 5 self-interactions with a
tree-level contribution c˜5{MPl to the Wilson coefficient as we change c˜5 between 10´60 and
10´20. At first, the excluded region grows are large λ but then starts to decrease when c˜5
is large enough. The non-monotonic scaling of the bound is explained in the text.
with γ¯i defined as in Sec. 4. Once one is in the screening regime above αc, the scaling of
the parameters is γ¯CpRCq „ pαc,C{αq0.5, and γ¯CpRLq „ pαc,C{αq0.4. Therefore η grows
rapidly with α above αc, so that the Earth-LAGEOS bound tracks αc,C as in Fig. 6.
6 Cubic Interactions
The cubic self-interaction is qualitatively different from the quartic and higher interactions
in that it is a relevant operator at low energies. Thus, it modifies the large distance
behaviour of ϕ and the force it mediates. We discuss these two aspects in greater detail in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 below.
In this section we consider the potential
V “ 1
2
m2ϕ2 ` 1
3
κϕ3 ´ βρϕ , (6.1)
and assume that there is a small quartic term for stability as ϕ Ñ ˘8. Imagine a source
with charge Q that gives a standard ϕ “ Q{r potential close to the source. Relevant
operators modify the behavior of the potential after some characteristic cross-over distance.
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For example, in the case of a mass term, the Q{r potential becomes manifestly Yukawa-like
at a distance r „ 1{m. The cross-over occurs when the gradient terms become comparable
to the potential terms. We can therefore estimate the cubic term cross-over distance rc
(assuming κ " m) as
1
r2c
Q
rc
„ κQ
2
r2c
ñ rc „ 1
κQ
. (6.2)
Unlike the case of the mass term, the critical radius at which the cubic takes over depends
on the source charge Q. Solving for the falloff of ϕ at large radii we find
r ă rc : ϕ „ Q
r
(6.3)
r ą rc : ϕ „ 1
κr2
. (6.4)
This scaling continues until r „ 1{m when ϕ enters the linear regime and the field profile
becomes Yukawa-like. If Qκ ă m then this occurs before the ϕ3 has a chance to dominate.
A ϕ3 interaction has two important differences from a quartic. The first difference is
that even if there is no screening or enhancement taking place, κ modifies the long distance
behavior of ϕ sourced by an object [57]. Thus, a different analysis/reinterpretation of data
will be needed to constrain this new fall off. The modification of the fifth force in the
presence of a cubic self-interaction term is discussed in Section 6.1.
The second difference is that a ϕ3 interaction is unbounded from below as ϕ Ñ ˘8,
depending on the sign of κ. Having an unbounded potential means that there are new
constraints coming from vacuum decay, as well as the possibility of enhancement playing
a role. If βκ ą 0, then finite density effects will screen forces, leading to phenomenology
similar to that considered in Sections 4 and 5. We consider this possibility in Sec. 6.1. If, on
the other hand, βκ ă 0, finite density effects will anti-screen (enhance) forces. Interestingly,
the strongest constraints on the case where forces are enhanced, actually come from induced
vacuum decay of the universe rather than fifth force experiments. These constraints are
discussed in Sec. 6.2.
6.1 Screening and Modified Fifth Forces
When the scalar has cubic self-interactions, near the source, the modified gravitational
force of Eq. 2.3 is not applicable, since the fifth force potential is not Yukawa-like as it is
for quartic and higher self-interactions. We account for this by modifying the gravitational
potential to read
V5,ijpr,mq “ GNMiMj
r
ˆ
1` α γi γj e´mr
ˆ
1` fpκq
r
˙˙
, (6.5)
where the coefficient fpκq has dimension rM´1s, and encodes the dependence on the di-
mensionful trilinear coupling κ. This function should have the limit fpκq Ñ 0 as κ Ñ 0,
so that one recovers the Yukawa-type potential in that limit, and behaves as fpκq „ κ´1
in the large κ limit. In our numerics, we fit for fpκq and find the expected behaviour in
these limits.
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Figure 9: Constraints on fifth forces in the presence of natural cubic self-interactions
from searches for EP-preserving forces excluding Earth-LAGEOS (black) and EP-violating
forces (blue). The red contour indicates the constraint from Earth-LAGEOS [1], which is
unbounded above as explained in the text, thereby closing all gaps in other experiments.
Searches for EP-preserving forces shown include measurements made using the LAGEOS
satellite [1, 33, 34], and the anomalous precession of the moon, Mercury and Mars [1, 35, 36].
The dashed black line shows the bounds in the absence of screening, while the solid contour
shows the bounds with screening. The search for light deflection by the Cassini mission [17]
is shown by a dashed light blue line. Searches for EP-violating forces shown include LLR-
EP [38] and the stellar triple system PSR J0337`1715 [37]. These would not be present
in the absence of screening. The purple dashed and dot-dashed lines indicate constraints
from the cooling of SN1987A and Red Giants respectively [39–41]. The dotted black line
shows the constraint for κβ ă 0 where vacuum decay would be induced in Neutron Stars.
The dotted green contours indicate the level of tuning of the mass required as a function
of α.
While the functional form in Eq. 6.5 does not solve the EOM (there is no analytic
solution), we find that it provides an adequate fit to the numerical solutions, so we use it to
estimate the experimental bounds below. We also note that when the cubic term dominates
the evolution of ϕ far from sources (but at r ă 1{m), the superposition principle fails since
the EOM is non-linear in the field overlap region between two sources. Therefore, the
recasting of the experimental limits for the cubic self-interaction is approximate at best; a
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correct treatment would involve solving the full three-dimensional EOM in the presence of
multiple sources for each system, which is beyond the scope of this work. We note, however,
that many constraints are strongest at 1{m „ λexp where λexp is the relevant experimental
length scale and so ϕ begins to enter the linear regime, where our calculations are reliable.
The other important bounds, Earth-LAGEOS, the Cassini light deflection measurement
and induced vacuum decay (discussed in the next section), do not rely on superposition.
With the above caveats in mind, we can compute the acceleration due to the potential
in Eq. 6.5:
Gipr,mq “ GNMi
ˆ
1`mr ` fpκq
r
p2`mrq
˙ˆ
e´mr
r2
˙
F˜i pmRiq , (6.6)
where F˜i pmRiq is a form factor accounting for the extended size of the object, similar to
the one obtained for a Yukawa-like potential described in Section 4.
Given this modified gravitational acceleration, we can then compute how all the con-
straints described in Section 4 apply to the case of cubic self-interactions. The only con-
straint that changes qualitatively is the anomalous precession of celestial bodies. Repeating
the analysis in Section 4, we find
δω
ω
» α
2
e´map
ˆ
pmapq2 ` apm2fpκq ` 2mfpκq ` 2fpκq
ap
˙
. (6.7)
We see that now δω{ω asymptotes to αfpκq{ap in the m Ñ 0 limit, as opposed to 0 for
a Yukawa-type force. However, in practice because fpκq Ñ 0 as κ Ñ 0, and fpκq „ κ´1
as κÑ 8, when we solve numerically for fpκq to compute the cubic constraints shown in
Fig. 9, we find that the mÑ 0 behaviour of the constraints does not change with respect
to quartic and higher self-interactions.
In Fig. 9 we fix κ to its natural lower bound
κ „ p4piαq
3{2mn
16pi2
ˆ
mn
MPl
˙3
, (6.8)
and estimate the resulting constraints as described above. As α is increased the onset of
screening occurs earlier, because the natural cubic interaction is parametrically larger than
the quartic and quintic terms considered before (see Tab. 1). While bounds from certain
measurements are cut off at large coupling (and below the stellar cooling bounds) as a
result of this screening, we see that the Earth-LAGEOS constraint excludes these regions
as in Sections 4 and 5.
6.2 Enhancement, and Spontaneous and Induced Vacuum Decay
A theory with a large cubic coupling and small mass and quartic coupling is necessarily in
a metastable vacuum. Thus, tunneling to a deeper minimum of the potential can occur.
The bounce action determining the false vacuum lifetime for such a theory is [58]
SE « 205m
2
κ2
. (6.9)
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Requiring that the metastable vacuum is longer lived than the age of the universe places
the rough constraint that
κ ă Op1q m, (6.10)
where the uncertainty on the Op1q coefficient comes from estimating the pre-exponential
factor in the decay rate. For the natural cubic in Eq. 3.8, this bound translates into a
constraint on α:
α ă 1025
ˆ
106 m
λ
˙2{3
, (6.11)
where λ “ 1{m is the vacuum range of the force.
The spontaneous decay of the vacuum places a relatively weak constraint that is sur-
passed by various astrophysical tests for all but the smallest of masses. This constraint is
present for both βκ ą 0 and βκ ă 0, and is the dominant constraint for small masses.
When βκ ă 0, a much stronger constraint can be obtained from induced vacuum decay.
A dense, macroscopic object modifies the ϕ potential in a spacial volume. If this source is
dense enough, it can catalyze the creation of a bubble of true vacuum. Interestingly, the
induced vacuum decay becomes important much earlier than when 1{meff „ R. This can
be seen by noting that in the limit where the vacuum mass is small, any perturbation can
cause ϕ to start its inevitable descent to the true minimum.
To see how the decay of the vacuum can be induced, we first consider a region of space
of radius R0 over which ϕ has been pushed to some field value ϕ0 ą 0, assuming that β ą 0
and κ ă 0 so that enhancement will occur. If ϕ0 Á |m2{κ|, then the field is probing a region
of field space where the average energy density is negative and thus wants to expand. This
is counter-acted by the gradient energy in the bubble wall (the transition region between
ϕ0 inside and ϕ « 0 outside), which favors contraction.
Numerically, we will be interested in the limit where R0 is small so that near this region
of space, gradient energy dominates and pulls it towards the origin in a standard
ϕ „ ϕ0R0
R
(6.12)
form. Eventually, the relevant operator κϕ3 will be comparable to the gradient energy at
a critical radius Rc
|κ|ϕpRcq3 „ ϕpRcq
2
R2c
ñ Rc „ 1
ϕ0R0|κ| . (6.13)
At this point the cubic will cause a runaway towards the true minimum of the potential,
unless the mass term is more important and drags it towards ϕ “ 0. The requirement that
the mass term is more important at Rc can be stated in two equivalent ways. The first
is that Rc ą 1{m so that the evolution of ϕ for R ą Rc is never dominated by the cubic,
but instead becomes Yukawa-like. The second equivalent way of phrasing this is to require
that ϕpRcq À m2{κ so that ϕ is in the basin of attraction of the origin once the cubic term
becomes important in the evolution of ϕ in R. A runaway would invalidate our starting
assumption that we live in the vacuum at ϕ “ 0 with a small mass, so that we arrive at
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the constraint
|κ| ă m
ϕ0R0
. (6.14)
This constraint has the form that we would expect. A region of space with a large ϕ0 and/or
large R0 would destabilize the space more easily while a large m prevents destabilization.
As mÑ 0, the minimum near the origin disappears and any perturbation would cause the
entire universe to roll away from the inflection point.
Note that Eq. 6.14 is conservative. It is requiring that there at least exists a stable field
configuration which falls off towards ϕ “ 0 at infinity. An actual physical system due to
its evolution may not actually end up in this field configuration and might cause induced
decay of the universe earlier.
Let us now check if the densest objects in the universe, neutron stars, will create a
region of space that satisfies this criteria. Near the location where the exclusions are,
neutron stars source ϕ without any enhancement type effects. In this case, the ϕ at the
surface of the neutron star is
ϕNS „ βMNS
RNS
, (6.15)
where we identified R0 “ RNS and ϕ0 “ ϕNS. Requiring that this initial perturbation
caused by the neutron star does not grow and using the constraint in Eq. 6.14 gives
|κ| ă m
βMNS
. (6.16)
For the natural cubic in Eq. 3.8, this bound translates into a constraint on α:
α ă 0.7
ˆ
106 m
λ
˙1{2
, (6.17)
where we took MNS « 1.4Md. The strength of this constraint can be seen in Fig. 9.
For small masses m À 10´20 eV, induced decay of the vacuum gives by far the strongest
constraint, as long as βκ ă 0.
7 Conclusion
In this article we explored the impact of technically natural-sized couplings on fifth force
searches for new scalars. Starting with the Yukawa coupling to matter that is responsible
for the scalar fifth force, renormalization group effects generate all terms in the potential
consistent with the symmetries. Self-interactions due to a non-trivial potential are known
to cause screening effects that reduce the effective fifth force. Aside from the standard
screening behavior, we showed that these terms can also cause enhancing effects. We also
demonstrated how natural self-interactions lead to the Earth-LAGEOS constraint being
unbounded above, thereby closing off the gaps that opened in other experimental coverage.
We showed that while screening effects due to quartic interactions limit the sensitivity of
certain searches for long-range forces, they also enable new constraints. Because screening
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depends on the size and mass of the sources, the fundamentally EP-preserving fifth force
becomes effectively EP-violating. As an example, we showed how the recently discovered
triple stellar system PSR J0337`1715 can be used to constrain this effective EP violation.
Technically natural-sized cubic interactions can lead to qualitatively different effects
depending on their sign relative to fifth force matter coupling. For one sign, the cubic terms
give rise to screening, in analogy to the quartic case. This weakens certain constraints and
introduces new ones due the effective EP violation. Large cubic interactions also modify
long-distance behavior of these forces. Cubic terms change the vacuum structure of the
scalar potential. As a result, the other sign of the cubic interaction (relative to the matter
coupling) can lead to the enhancement of the fifth force charge of some sources. Moreover,
stars have the capability of classically destabilizing our meta-stable minimum, resulting in
some of the strongest bounds for long range fifth forces. Quantum tunneling also places a
constraint, albeit a much weaker one.
Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of a scalar fifth force lies in what a discovery
would entail. We showed that the measurement of a new fifth force and the subsequent
validation of its 1{r potential, would place bounds on higher-dimensional operators many
orders of magnitude beyond the Planck scale. This would be the first real experimental
test of quantum gravity. Because theorists have strong beliefs as to how quantum gravity
corrections should behave, an experimental test of these properties would be either very
reassuring or ground breaking.
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